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The techniques of predictive control are based on
building a prediction about the future plant behaviour.
One way to obtain such a prediction requires solving a
Polynomial Diophmtine Equation (PDE). There are
different methods to solve such an equation, which are
good for design purposes but present some restktions
when studying the behaviour of solutions and the
performance of the methods in which they are applied.
In this article an analytical solution for the PDE is
developed, which constitutes a new analysis tool for
predictive methods. Also, first results are briefly
described on the application of this solution to the
analysis of the Generalised Predictive Control method.
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behaviour of the PDE solutions when j changes, giving
rise to a new analysis tool on prediction methods. Also,
first results are described on the application of this
solution to the analysis of the GPC method (see (12)).
1

POLYNOMIAL DIOPHANTINE EQUATION

The PDE applied in predictive control takes the form:

this equation must be solved for E , and F, , where:
is the unit delay operator

4-I

is the desired prediction time
= r o +rlq-' +...+ rflrq-"'

INTRODUCTION

= (1

Model Based Predictive Control (MBPC) is a family of
discrete controller design methods that have been under
development for more than twenty years.
These methods are based on the prediction at a discrete
time k of the effect that future inputs would have in the
plant behaviour at times k+j, j = l ,...,A4
(A4is called the
prediction horizon) and they require knowledge on the
system model and its past behaviour.
Among the last developments of methods belonging to
this family are: Generalised Predictive Control (GPC),
(Clarke et al (2)), Constrained Receding Horizon
Predictive Control (CRHPC) (Clarke and Scattolini (5))
and Stabilizing Input/Output Receding Horizon Control
(SIORHC)(Mosca and Zhang (6)).
One of many forms to predict system behaviour is based
on the solution of a polynomial diophantine equation
(PDE), whose coefficients depend on the plant hscrete
transfer function and on index j . This equation must be
solved for each value o f j = 1,..., M.
Several forms to solve the PDE have been described, of
which the recursive equation approach is given later
(see (2) and Plarre and Rojas (12)). In general these
methods are very useful for design purposes but present
some restrictions to analyse the behaviour of solutions
as index j is varied and, consequently, do not lend
themselves to make some assessments on the method
under study.
In tlus article an analytical solution to the PDE is
developed. The idea is based on the recursive approach
presented in (2), (and the result allo\.vs to study the
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is the first unknown polynomial

=fJ,o+f],lq-'

+***+f],flq-fl

(5)

is the second unknown polynomial
Argument q-' in polynomials is dropped for simplicity.
2

THE RECURSIVE SOLUTION APPROACH

As a starting point to develop the analytical solution to
be proposed, the recursive solution is given fiist.
The recursive approach (see (2)) uses the solution to
equation (1) forj to obtain the solution forj+l.

The recursive solution is given by:
=E j

+ ej+l,jq-J
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Ffl-2(~)=-[i7fl+,z-3
+V,Z-~+tYfl-,z-']F0(z)z-' + zx l f 0 , o

+fO,flZ-l

-[Kl+,

...
In order to start iterations, E1 and F1 are given below:

El = R(0)/ S(0)

+ fo,fl-l

<(z) = -[Ufl+,Z'-"-'+uflz'-"+.-*+zl+lz-l
]Fo(z)- [afl+,
Zt-fl + ;?lflz'-fl+l
+ * + a;+l ]fO,O +

-

(9)

+[fO,flZi-n+l-kf0,fl-1Zi-n+2
+"'+fo,i+l]

4 = ( R- ZR(0)/ S(0))q

(10)

F,(z)= -[an+lz-n-l
+qz-" +. ..+alz-']F,(z)

This solution to the PDE requires fewer calculations
than the solution by term comparison given in AstrOm
and Wittenmark (11). However the approach does not
allow to get solutions from a j greater than 1, without
calculating the previous ones. This may be so in GPC
when, for example, it is necessary to predict from an
initial time greater than the time delay of the plant under
control. Also, it is complex to study the behaviour of
solutions as functionsof the prediction horizon.

- [Ufl+,Z-"+ q,z-"+1+ * * .+

qvo,o
+

+ LfO,flZ-n+l
+.h,n-lZ-fl+2
+ * * * + h,11
(15)

By ordering terms in (15):
F,(Z)+[&Z-+'

-[aM1z-"+ifi7-*'
3

(14)

ANALYTICAL SOLUTION PROPOSED

+v;,nz-"

+.r,,f*2

+. ..+qz-'Y;,(z) =
+...+q%,,O+
+"..+&,,I
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To begin, (8) is written forj-Z:
an equivalent expression for the left side is found:
WO(Z
=)
-[zY&lz-"

Now Z transform is applied with respect to indexj:
+

+a$-&'

[h,nz-n+l
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**

...+
.+h,ll
t

+
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Now (17) may Ex: multiplied by z-l, fo,0 may be added
and subtracted from the term in the right, and by
recognisingpolynomials, one gets:

where Fi(z) is the Z transform of4,i . Notice that since
index j takes values from j = I onwards, the initial
condition for4, isfo,j .
Now, (12) is written in explicit form for each value of
index i:

z-'XF0(z)= -pn,,z-"' +ZlflZ-"
+*.*+Zl1z-'
+l]fO,, +
+[fO,flZ-fl
+fO,fl..l

Z-fl+l

+ - * . + f0,lZ-l + f0,O 1
(18)

therefore

and finally,

The value of Fo may be found from (1) with j=O:

By replacing backwards, (Fn(z) in Fn-l(z), and the
result in Fn-2(z), etc.) an expression for Fo(z) is found:

-[~fl+,z-'

+%lfo,o

Since Eo=O,we lhave Fo=R ,and hence (19) yields
+fO,fl

F ~ ( z=)[ R / X - R ( O ) ] z
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(2 1)

9

From (4), the degree of isj-1. From (6),only the last
coefficient of changes according to (7).
From (7), Ej is given by

EJ

E j = l+f,,,q-’

A4

is the prediction horizon.

The model used to describe the plant is given by:
Ay(k) = Bu(k - 1) + g ( k ) / A

+.**+fj-l,oq-J+’

(23)

where:
From (14), it is noted that the remaining components of
polynomial F;f
J J j l (for i=1,2, ...) are linear combinations

of

4,o ,~

Y 6%)
u(k)

J , O,etc.

A yB

5
4

is the plant output at time k.
is the plant input at time k.
are polynomials in 4’.
is an ergodic signal that disturbs the system.

In this case the PDE takes the form:

APPLICATION TO GPC ANALYSIS

1= E,J+q-’ Fj

The analytical solution to PDE obtained in 3 was
applied to analyse the GPC method. In what follows
little more than results are given, details may be found
in (12).
Since polinomial EJ and components A,J,&, etc. of
polinomial FJ can be obtained fiomJ,o, the study of this
last element is the fundamental basis for the analysis.

(24)

Where for simplicity S = R E 1.
For this scheme two types of analysis were made. The
first of them was to analyse closed loop robustness
properties in the face of modelling errors. The second
study consisted in determining the closed loop
behaviour with GPC for plants with time delay. The
main arguments used and results are described next.

4.1 The G.P.C. method

4.2 Robustness analysis

Below the fundamentals of GPC, necessary for the
developments to follow, are given. For details see (2)
and Yamamoto, Omatsu and Kaneda (8).

By using the analytical solution to the PDE is possible
to study how plant modelling errors affect GPC when
the prediction horizon grows.
The starting point for this analysis is to establish the
asymptotic behaviour of PDE solution errors when plant
parameters are known only approximately.
In what follows, super indexes “f” and “e” are used to
denote true and estimated quantities, respectively.
Firstly, assume that A‘ and A” are unstable. By using
(21), the Z transform of the absolute error inX0 (given

The GPC method obtains the actuation to be applied at
discrete time k by minimising a cost function that
includes a weighted sum of future predicted errors and
future input variations. This last term is necessary to
avoid overshoots.

I k ) - w(k)I2+
j=l

by

+c
M

A[Au(k + j -1)12

e
gf],O = f;o

- f:.o 1 is

z A‘ - A e
Z(err f }=------abs
A A‘A~

j=l

From (25) and (21), an expression for the relative error
in

is the mathematical expectation.
is the predicted system output at timej from
the information available at time k.
is the reference at time k. It is supposed to
be constant for the whole prediction
horizon.
= 1 - 4-1

L o (given by

err
re1 f,,o
=

-

f;,o

is:

Recall that the region of convergence for the Z
transform is determined by the pole furthest form the
origin. Hence, the limit of (26) whenj tends to infinity,
can be obtained by dividing numerator and denominator

it establishes the relative i m p o k c e
between minimising future errors and
keeping input bounded.
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terms by the term corresponding to that pole.
By analysing (26) the following result is found:
If after eliminating common factors between A'
and A' the pole furthest from the origin belongs to A',
the relative error inX0tends to -1; if it belongs to A", the
limit is *.

By analysing (30) it can be established that for a stable
system and large prediction horizon, it is quite possible
to get good results for a GPC design based on estimated
values,

It can also be shown that the prediction obtained from
(23) by PDE application has a relative error of

4.3 Plants with time delay

errpi = (1 +err f j , o ) K j-1
re1

re1

The closed-loop systlem can be described by
with

where P is a polynonlial with the same degree as B and
Hence, the asymptotic behaviour of ew fj,o is inherited
re1

by e r r p i .
rel

i=l

The estimated cost function (with error) can be written
in terms of quantities without error, as:

The K constant and ci coefficients come from the GPC
application. For plants with a time delay:
ci= 0, V i E {1,2,. ..,I) ,where I is the plant time delay.
For a second order stable plant with:

application of (21) givesLp. Using i=2,2 in (14) gives
expressions for
and =&:
Minimising (29) is equivalent to minimising the true
function (given by (22) using true values), with a
w(k)
and with a relative weighting
reference of wJ = lcerrp~
re/

(between future errors and actuation amplitude) of
AJ =L
. Therefore, if ewpJ-tw -+ icc~(that is
(1+;79~)~

re1

so when fJ+m,o+rt.o), the system follows a zero
reference, without keeping the actuation bounded. On
the other side, if e w p J -+ -1 (that is so when

where p ~p2,
, p3 are constants derived from the partial
fraction expansion of (21).
Assuming a
l 1 < 1,
1 and I large enough, some

j4,

l,/?l<

ret

fJ
+-I), the control behaves as if both the
reference w@, and the relative weighting h were
infinite. In both cases the control system deteriorates
notably.

M

terms in (34) can be neglected, and L A p I

c,

, so

1=1+1

Therefore for an unstable system and large prediction
horizon, it is &&cult to get good results for a GPC
design based on estimated values, even so when
estimation errors are small.
When A' and A" are stable, a similar procedure gives the
asymptotic behaviour for the relative error in$,o:

In other words, the open loop behaviour tends to be
inherited by the closed loop system, as plant delay
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becomes larger.

Using Table 1 with E= 0.001, that is, neglecting terms
on a 1000 to 1 basis, Figure 1 shows predicted critical
delays 1, for different plant pole locations. When u2 is
zero, we are dealing with a first order plant, and Figure
1 has been completed using continuity with adjacent
points. Critical delays 1, larger than 20, are shown equal
to 20, in order to maximise figure clarity.

Following a similar procedure for plants with poles
outside the unit disk, it can be shown that the closed
loop system tends to have a factor Z/d, as plant delay
becomes larger.
The time delay necessary for neglected terms in (34)
become E (O< E 4)
times smaller than terms to be kept,
is called the critical delay 1,. Values for 1, depend on
plant poles locations, and therefore a case by case
analysis is necessary.
As an application of this asymptotic analysis, critical
delays lo for second order plants, as functions of open
loop denominator characteristics and factor E, are shown
in Table 1. When both poles are on the unit circle, there
are no terms to be neglected and the asymptotic analysis
does not apply. Table 1 does not include this last case.
Table 1 is used as follows: For each pole category and a
given factor E, 10 is the smallest integer satisfying
every corresponding condition.

. Figure 1 shows 1, being quite sensitive to plant pole
locations for second order systems, displaying valleys in
the parameter plane where predicted closed loop
behaviour given by (35) is very likely to appear in GPC
performance. This may happen even for plant delays as
small as 4 sampling periods. On the other side, Figure 1
also shows maximums where much larger delays are
allowed, in particular for the well known triangular
stability region for second order systems.
The same asymptotic analysis regarding GPC closed
loop performance, certainly with more algebraic effort,
may be worked out for higher order systems.

-

TABLE 1 Restrictions for lo versus plant poles
Pole types
Complex
Conjugate

I

Restriction for unstable ple(s)

Restriction for stable pole(s)

loc

loB = minimumj such that
I E ( ~ - 3)1> I(a,a + a,)a'-'l

=E

+2

loB= minimumj such that
lj - 31 > Is(a,a + a2)aJ-21

loc =-l+&
E
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Figure 1: Critical delays 1, for Werent plant pole locations
4. Robinson B.D. and Clarke D.W., 1991,
"Robustness effects of a prefilter in Generalised
Predictive Controll" Proc.IEE, 138,2-8

CONCLUSIONS

A novel analytical solution to the Polynomial
Diophantine Equation PDE) was proposed. This
development is the main result of the paper and it
allows to observe clearly the asymptotic behaviour of
PDE solutions, constituting a new analysis tool for
predictive methods where PDE is widely applied.
As applications of the analytical PDE solution
proposed, this tool was used to produce asymptotic
results on closed loop performance for the basic GPC
method. Specifically, results on robustness in the face
of plant modelling errors and on the closed loop
pcrformance for plants with time delay were given.
The new approach developed has the advantage of
giving explicit solutions to the PDE, but the difficulty
of requiring plant pole positions, which are not always
available in adaptive control.
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